Alarms for Linx ink jet printers
In

a

noisy

and

busy

production

situation arises, which enables the fastest

environment, visual alarms are ideal for

possible operator response. Serious printer

drawing attention quickly to printer

failures can thus be prevented to avoid or

warning messages and fault conditions,

reduce the downtime that might follow.

Robust visual alarms

Help minimise downtime

without adding to the overall ambient
noise. The use of alarm beacons in
conjunction with Linx ink jet printers is
very beneficial as it helps minimise
downtime. The alarm signals the need for
operator intervention as soon as any

Linx

offers

single-stage

alarms

as

standard accessories, which are available
in printer mount and pole mount options.

Versatile mounting options

Alarm beacons
The flashing light can be used to indicate any one of a number of printer conditions, for example low ink or solvent levels and disabled
print.
All alarms feature:
 Flashing frequency: twice per second (2 Hz)
 IP55 rated
They are available for printer mount or pole mount.

Printer mount alarm beacons
These stalk-mounted alarm beacons are ideal for applications that do not use a printhead
mounting system or where the alarm needs to be mounted close to the printer.
Printer model
4800
6200
4900/6800

Part number
FA61081
FA61043
FA61094

Pole length (mm)
548
560
548

Pole mount alarm beacons
These alarm beacons are for adding onto an existing printhead mounting pole (new
diameter 11/4”). They are supplied in printer specific kits that include the parts
necessary to connect the beacon to the relevant printer. They consist of a 5 m cableform, cable tidies, and any required printer drive components.
Printer model
4800
6200
4900/6800

Part number
FA64007
FA64008
FA64006

Please note that the new range of pole mount alarms is designed to fit the new range of printhead mountings, i.e. 11/4” diameter poles.
It is therefore not compatible with the previous range of printhead mountings, which was based around a 11/2” diameter pole.

Special alarms
We can also custom-design different types of alarms. Options include:





Visual and relay contact (for external production line interlock use)
Visual and audible
Audible only
Audible and relay contact

For more information on special alarms, please contact our Customer Engineering department.
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For more information, please contact the Linx Sales Office on: Tel: 01480 302130 Fax: 01480 302116 Email: uksales@linx.co.uk
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